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AIM OF UNIT OF LEARNING:
TO EXPLORE FORM OR PATTERN IN A BATIK THROUGH THE THEME OF GROWTH .

Literacy:

Expanding vocabulary in learning new 
techniques and media. Reading through 
research. Oral skills through group 
discussion/ discussing their work & 
research.

Numeracy:

Measuring for cutting.

1ST YEAR
9 STUDENTS.
6 GIRLS & 3 BOYS
MIXED ABILITY.

SEN: ASD, MGLD, SLD, DISLEXIA, 
DISPRAXIA & ENGLISH AS 
SECOND LANGUAGE.



LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Critical and Visual Language

2.3 reflect on their own, or another’s, craftwork through the use of critical and visual language.

Drawing

2.4 show they can use their drawings to observe, record and analyse

2.5 develop their ideas for craftwork through drawing

Visual Culture and Appreciation

2.7 identify the historical or contemporary skills and materials used in craft works from a number of different crafts

2.9 assess the visual culture references that are incorporated into craftwork/s

Art Elements and Design Principles

2.12 justify the choice of art elements and design principles in their own or others’ craftwork.

Media

2.13 identify the role of media in the development of craftwork

2.14 use media to create craftwork

2.15 justify the choice of media in their own or others’ craftwork



LESSON 1
Learning intentions: 

oExplore a theme through mind mapping 
and association.

oDevelop a concept within the theme.

Visual aids:

Below expectations

In line with 

expectations Above expectations

Success Criteria:
Should have: identified some ideas about growth.

Could have: come up with a focus or subtheme 

under growth.

Would be great if: Observe all sides of growth, 

associations and opposites, functions and 

directions.

oIdentify the process of batik and consider its uses 
and limitations. 

oCreate a small batik testing blocking and dying 
method.



Below expectations

In line with expectations

Above expectations



LESSON 2

Learning intentions: 

oExplore form through observational contour 
drawings.

oAnalyse their choice of object/drawing in 
context of a theme.

oIdentify colour mixing by dyeing a second 
colour in their testers.

Visual aids:

Below expectations

In line with expectations

Success Criteria

Should have: 1 Blind and one contour 

drawing of object.

Could have: annotated how that object fits 

into their theme

Would be great if: They have a strong 

connection to the theme.

Above expectations



LESSON 3
Learning intentions: 

oDiscuss an artwork and identify how it 
relates to them and their theme in a 
worksheet.

oInvestigate form through line, tone and 
colour in their objects through drawing.

oInvestigate the advantages of using 
different media in the design process by 
using pencil and watercolour.

Above expectations

Visual aids:

In line with expectations

Below expectations

Success Criteria
Should have: completed worksheet and 3 

drawings.

Could have: recorded their observations 

of the artists in their sketchbooks

Would be great if: begin a design for a 

batik.



Below expectations

In line with expectations

Above expectations



LESSON 4
Learning intentions: 

oExplore form and colour by isolating the 
colours of their object in watercolour 
drawings.

oMake design decisions by creating two 
designs for batik

oFinalise design by making composition from 
coloured paper.

Visual aids:

Below expectations
In line with expectations

Success Criteria
Should have: annotated line drawings, water 

colour drawing and coloured paper drawing.

Could have: used the three colours to create form 

in the batik.

Would be great if: have a design ready for batik.



Below expectations

In line with expectations

In line with expectations



Artist name: Buffy Robinson

Name of work: ‘Sheep Dog’

Describe the work;

The image shows a sheepdog in a field in the foreground, Sheep grazing in the 

middleground and clouds and a single tree in the background. The colours are 

quite limited but complimentary. It has a heavy cracking effect from the wax.

Why did you choose this artist/artwork?

I picked this artwork because of the heavy cracking effect. It really shows the 

medium of batik. The colour palette is very simple which suits how calm the scene is.

What is the work about?

Robinson’s work is about the world around her. She focuses on the English countryside she calls home and expresses her love the 

batik process through it.

What Medium is it? (what is it made from?):

It is a Batik, a method of dying fabric and blocking off colours using wax as aye resist. 



LESSON 5 & 6

Learning intentions: 

oPrepare a piece of fabric for wax application.

oExplore different mark making techniques with wax 
applicator/brushes.

oIdentify the lightest colour in their image and dip 
dye the fabric.

Below expectations

In line with expectations

Above expectations

Learning intentions:

oExplore form and colour in their Batik by blocking the 
second colour of their image.

oFinish the batik process by ironing the wax from their 
tester pieces

Success Criteria
Should have: Second Colour blocked off on batik.

Could have: stuck in their artist and artist sheet.

Would be great if: Iron the wax out of their tester 

pieces.

Success Criteria
Should have: Design for batik drawn onto fabric.

Could have: White blocked off with wax..

Would be great if: Recorded how their image fits into the theme of 

growth



LESSON 7
Learning intentions:

oEvaluate their development process through drawing 
and annotation in their sketchbook

oCritique their choices of artists in the worksheets.

oExplore different mark making techniques with wax 
applicator and brushes.

oIdentify darkest color and dip dye. 

Success Criteria
Should have: 3 colours dyed on the fabric. 

Could have: variation in wax application 

techniques.

Would be great if: Recorded how their image fits 

into the theme of growth.

In line with expectations

Above expectations



LESSON 8
Learning intentions:

oReview their development 
process through their sketchbook, 
making annotations and critiques.

oFinish the batik process by 
ironing the wax from their pieces.

oCurate the pieces into a 
patchwork tapestry

Below expectations

In line with expectations

Above expectations

Success Criteria
Should have: completed Batik.

Could have: created a vibrant composition 

through use of colour.

Would be great if: used colour to create form and 

pattern in the composition.



REFLECTIONS

What worked well:

Artist handout sheet gave a basic framework to think 
about when looking art artists and why we would look 
at artists.

Tester pieces worked well to break up lessons and give 
students a chance to see how the medium works.

Curation process of the pieces at the end worked very 
well to get them discuss their work and others, analysing 
critiquing and complementing each other.

What to change:

Reflection on the artists they chose and how they relate 
to the artwork they made to reinforce why we look at 
artworks in our process.

Use words from mindmap for the testers to keep the 
theme developing. 

More worksheets with each part of the process to help 
them keep track of their process.

Using coloured card would have given a good indication 
of how colour is definite in batik and would have been a 
great way for them to compose their image.

More focus on pattern and use of pattern during 
process.


